Livestock farming systems and local development: A review of the multiple dimensions of “Territory” in livestock science
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Abstract: A review of the international literature was carried out, in order to describe how researchers study links between livestock farming and local development (i.e. ‘territory’). We highlight three different sets of approaches: the first focused on relations between livestock farming systems and natural resources through landscape / spatial analyses. Secondly, livestock farming systems are analysed through the diversity of the farming systems existing within a territory. The third set of approaches considers livestock farming systems as technical systems structured around human groups. Finally, some publications combine two or three sets of approaches. The combination of these three approaches is useful in a landscape and territorial perspective.
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Introduction

Livestock activities are facing a critical period at the global level: on the one hand they are particularly criticized for their environmental impacts, e.g., water pollution (concerning especially the monogastric farming systems), green house gas emission, land degradation, competition for land with human food production (concerning especially the cattle farming systems) (Steinfeld et al., 2006). On the other hand, livestock farming systems contribute to the production of meat, milk and eggs for human diet: animal proteins represent 33% of the human diet (Steinfeld et al., 2006) and they are known to be particularly adapted to children’s needs. Moreover, the proportion of proteins in human diets usually increases with the GDP of developing countries. Therefore, in developing countries, demand for animal products is expected to increase significantly: the word ‘livestock revolution’ (Delgado et al., 1999; Delgado, 2008) has been used to describe this expected growth. Other functions are attributed to livestock; the production of fibre and organic fertilizers, a source of employment and income for farmers and the overall market chain, a “living bank” and a direct source of food for the most vulnerable populations, a landscape and biodiversity builder, a user of industrial or agricultural wastes, and in the end symbolic uses.

The global level is therefore one main scale of discussions on the future of livestock farming notably through the environmental and the ‘protein provider’ issues. But livestock farming makes sense at other levels, notably at the local one (Hubert, 1994) where livestock is an activity for communities of farmers and can be considered a landscape “shaper” (Caron and Hubert, 2000). Here local authorities may specify what they are expecting from livestock and livestock activities with other words than “Green House Gas Emission” and “protein”. In this paper, we propose to discuss the trends for the future of livestock with this local perspective, through a literature review. What are the main issues that relate livestock to local development?

Materials and methods

The aim of the review was first to browse through an international diversity of publications: diversity of the fields of study around the world, diversity of the research teams involved in these studies.
Indeed, we wished to distinguish different streams in scientific communities, regarding different regions of the world. Bibliographic search was built on key words, chosen in the AgroVoc thesaurus, a tool proposed by the FAO.

The French language provides a concept that enlarges the notion of local: “Territoire = territory”. Territory is defined as ‘a stretch of area used and managed by human societies’ (Brunet et al., 1992). This definition thus embeds “territory” in a disciplinary field that associates, behind “local”, nature and society and factors in their relationships. It confers upon “territory” a double dimension: a physical-spatial dimension and another one, socially constructed (Bassett et al., 2007; Blanc-Pamard and Boutrais; Brunet et al., 1992; Deffontaines, 1998). The concept of territory emphasizes the importance of spatial issues in agricultural development.

Key words were chosen to represent the links between livestock activities and “territory” in its double dimension. Two different queries were built:

- Query A, built to illustrate the physical dimension of territory, combines key-words related to: livestock farming systems x spatial x temporal dimensions x scale issues.

Publications selected were mostly publications from natural and technical disciplines.

- Query B, built to illustrate the ‘territory’ as a social environment, combines key-words related to: livestock farming systems x social x temporal dimensions x scale issues.

Publications selected were mostly publications from social sciences.

These two queries were performed on Web of Knowledge (a bibliographic database specialized in natural and technical sciences), Econlit, Francis (bibliographic databases in socio-economic sciences). Publications resulting from these queries were relevant to our definition of ‘territory’. This bibliographic work was enriched by discussions with a panel of French experts on the topic of « livestock farming systems and local development ».

Finally, the review was limited to ruminant production systems, and mainly grassland and rangeland based systems. Indeed, these systems use spatial natural resources. Monogastric systems and landless systems in general, even if they are considered very interesting for this topic, are so different from grassland based systems that they should require a specific review.

Results and discussion

Three different ways of thinking the links between livestock farming and territories appear: the first focus on relations between livestock farming systems and natural resources through landscape / spatial analyses. Secondly, livestock farming systems are analysed through the diversity of the farming systems existing within a territory. The third set of approaches considers livestock farming systems as technical systems structured around human groups.

1. Livestock farming and spatial natural resources: connecting livestock activities to land use issues.

These studies focus on land use and land users. Territory is here ‘land’ or ‘landscape’. It is a natural area, also used for human activities. Natural resources are defined firstly by their spatial dimensions. Livestock farmers are therefore one of the potential multiple land users of a specific space, and are considered through land use practices. Two types of approaches can be distinguished: on the one hand, these relations between livestock farming and natural resources can be analysed with a static analysis of factors of location; on the other hand, the analysis is dynamic and focused on the land use change process.

The first group of papers aims at describing the location of production systems or animal densities in large geographic areas, in order to identify spatial location factors. The classification of livestock production systems made by Sere & Steinfeld (1996) was one of the first. In this worldwide classification, the different types of production systems are mapped at a ‘regional’ (i.e. several
countries from the same area of the world) scale. The production system locations are placed in relation with agro-ecological factors. Other factors of location were presented in the zoning of European livestock systems, by Pflimlin et al. (2005): the different zones delimited mostly through pedoclimatic factors, are then analyzed regarding the socio-economic dynamics and local histories. ‘Livestock long shadow’ report (Steinfeld et al., 2006) was another important work showing the links between livestock production systems and geographical attributes. It relates the impact of urban and rural areas, of existing infrastructures to the type of livestock found (species, systems of production, etc.), in addition to natural constraints (mountains for example). Bourn and Wint (1994a, b) working especially on livestock densities, based on the same hypothesis, propose other indicators than agro-ecological ones to predict livestock densities: density of human population, agriculture and animal diseases. Most of these studies refer to ‘livestock geography’ (e.g. Kruska et al., 2003; Reid et al., 2000; Sere and Steinfeld, 1996; Thornton et al., 2006; Wint, 2007). Maps of livestock densities, livestock systems at large regional scales are common products of all these studies. Maps result from the use of GIS tools and they give a static image of the different factors of location of livestock activities: agro-ecological factors are emphasized (climate, mountains, animal diseases); anthropogenic factors (market, urban areas, infrastructures, agriculture) are taken into account. These maps aim to contribute to the elaboration of international and national livestock development policies: therefore the focus is at a global level (national to regional level).

The second group of studies describes the dynamics of land use, in order to understand the processes and mechanisms underlying these land-use changes. Poccard Chapuis (2005a, b) analyzes the process of Amazonian deforestation and the place of livestock farming system dynamics in this process. The social networks linked to livestock and the local, regional, national and international meat market influences are described. Boserup (1965) elaborated hypotheses about the process of intensification in Africa. She links increases of human density with the apparition of technological innovation, and intensification of production. Lambin et al. (2000); Lambin et al. (2001); Stephenne and Lambin (2001); Veldkamp and Lambin (2001) illustrate a specific stream of researches on ‘land use and land cover changes’. Notably, Lambin et al. 2000 specify the mechanisms underlying land-use changes, with a deconstruction of the numerous simplifications (‘the myths’, for example: ‘carrying capacity’) often used to explain land use changes: degradation of rangeland pastures, urbanization, deforestation or intensification. They suggest the need for rigorous understandings of the local context (by case studies for example) to understand the reformulation of global trends in a particular place. Global hypothesis (such as the Boserup hypothesis about intensification), may need to be re-examined, or at least, used in pertinent space and time scales.

Land use change studies are complementary to location approaches, because they give a dynamic analysis of land uses (= the process), whereas the zoning approaches are static “snapshots” (= the result). In both approaches, livestock densities, repartition and location are mostly linked to agro-ecological factors. Authors show that livestock farming systems have good reasons to be located where they are. Livestock activities have to be reconnected to all the land they use (Naylor et al., 2005) because they are users of spatial natural resources. Mapping livestock (or “gridding it” - Wint, 2007) everywhere in the planet is a necessary step in this perspective.

However, one cannot stay at this global level (regional or national level) to understand clearly the process and driving forces related to land use changes. Lambin et al. (2000) in a perspective of elaboration of land policies (development), conclude with the necessity to describe these global driving forces, but also to take into account “the specific human-environment conditions under which the drivers of change operate”. On one hand the socio-economic level is in fact not often analysed. In particular, the farming unit level does not exist in these studies. Wint (2007) presents this as a limit of these approaches. On the other hand, the understanding of local conditions, from case studies analysis appears as a necessity when scientists elaborate proposals for development. And, finally, the particular features of livestock activities are not emphasized in this kind of approach: as the topic is centred on natural resources, there is no questioning of the spatial specificities of livestock activity in comparison with agriculture for example.
2. Livestock farming systems in a diversity of production systems: understanding the complementarities and different ways for local development.

The objectives of this group of papers are local development, in a context of environmental concerns. We can sum up the questionings about livestock farming systems in: ‘How does the production of livestock farming systems evolve and change, and what do they offer to local population’? Territory is here a spatial basis. It is a delimited area where local diversity of production systems will be studied. Territory is defined not only as an area of resources but of production of goods and of ecosystem services too (Costanza et al., 1997). Livestock farming systems are studied through their products and modes of production.

One focus of this group of studies is the diversity of farming systems or practices. Authors underline the role of this diversity for local dynamics. Mishra et al. (2003) and Namgail et al. (2007) studied the dynamics and diversity of practices of land users in a zone of Himalaya mountains. The pastoral system is presented as a system of mediation of the environmental risk, and production maximisation. These studies are similar to a consideration of the ecosystems services fulfilled by a particular system of production.

Van der Ploeg (Ploeg, 1994 ; Vanclay et al., 2006) is another reference who analysed the diversity of systems of production: he analysed farmers’ farming styles. Diversity is a social diversity: a farming style is “shaped by a cultural repertoire”. The focus is more on the diversity of technical systems and farmer practices, analysed with this concept, than on the outputs of the activity.

Thornton et al. (2007) analyses the diversity and dynamics of the “systems of production’ in four countries of Africa. In a local development perspective, he shows that adaptive capacity of households depends largely on the possibility of diversification. All the family economic activities and their complementarities are analysed and considered as the basis for local development. The insertion of livestock in a more complex system of activity (Anseeuw and Laurent, 2007; Berzborn, 2007; Laurent et al., 1998; Thornton et al., 2007) at the family farm scale level appears as a critical point: livestock is a source of income among others. Complementarities and interactions between these different sources of incomes are used to explain the technical choices and practices at the farm level. So the diversity and heterogeneity can be inside the farm (Dedieu, 2001; Laurent et al., 1998) or outside the farm (existence of different sources of incomes, resources, markets...). In the same perspective, crop/livestock systems have been largely studied (see the literature review of liyama et al., 2007): the use of complementarities between agriculture and livestock (recycling of crop/animal residuals) are thought to be sustainable (“economically feasible and environmentally sound solution”), particularly for poor populations in developing countries.

The force of these approaches is to consider the unit of decision in agriculture, i.e, the farm level, ignored by the other studies presented above. Diversity appears as a crucial point: diversity of “farming styles”, of technical and organizational systems, of combination of activities within farms, of land use practices are also taken into account; further importance of this diversity is given at a territory scale. Why so? Because the link between diversity and adaptive capacity is admitted, notably in reference to the resilience of socio-ecological systems (e.g. Carpenter et al., 2001; Holling, 2001; Walker et al., 2002).

The limits of these approaches are a lack of reference to spatial dimensions: the diverse production systems are often not linked to their spatial distribution or impact on spatial issues. Similarly, the dynamics and temporal aspects are not so developed. The spatial dimension here is just an envelope.

3. Livestock farming systems and social dynamics: understanding the long term dynamics and the human dimensions of technical systems and changes.

The general objectives of this group of papers are the understanding of farmer practices and their position regarding change and innovation. In these approaches, ‘territory’ is a social construction: its spatial dimensions are always related to the social group. A territory is a place of local identity. People acknowledge their personal history and identity is linked to a geographic area. So livestock farming systems are technical systems embedded in social groups and they can be pillars of local
identity, especially in areas where livestock farming has been historically an important activity. Their relations with other groups of society, and the way all these elements evolve and influence actions are developed.

In pastoral systems of sub-Saharan countries, the link between spatial organisation and social dimensions have been largely studied (i.e: Bonfiglioli, 1988; Boutrais, 2007; Dupire, 1962). The mobility (nomadism or transhumance) of the entire human group associated with the herd is a traditional characteristic of these systems. As a consequence, the transhumance routes of this group (i.e their spatial organisation of natural resource use and production) has to be understood through historical, ethnological analysis. Clanet (1999, 2004) for example studied the different paths of transhumance followed by nomads in central Sahel, for decades. He showed that these paths are organised by social relations (alliance, conflicts) between clans. Pastoral territory appears as unstable when it is delimited by natural resource indicators (because of the variability of rains, pastures have very various locations). But it is quite stable when it is defined by the herder’s ethnic affiliations and by the social relations between ethnic clans.

The understanding of the link between farm work, family identity and a geographical site is crucial to understand changes or non acceptance of innovation in rural areas. Burton 2004 (a, b) and Wilson (2001, 2008) define the territory with social indicators. But here, they define a territory through the local construction of identity, among English family farms. Burton for example explores the complexity of links between farm-families and their spatial roots. This root can be the farm as a spatial unit (field, buildings...). It can also be the local area, in which the family-farm holds an historical social status. These links are historically built. Lémery et al. (2005) worked on the elaboration of collective norms in professional areas. Working specifically in livestock production (beef cattle production in Burgundy), they showed how farmers refer to social norms when they explain how they change, innovate or perpetuate their modes of production. These norms are mostly elaborated in the family and at a local level, by the professional network in which farmers are involved.

The focus on social dynamics is crucial to understand long term dynamics. As Holling (2001) explains it, the scales at which changes occur depend on the underlying process: cultural process elaborates on a long time scale (from centuries to millenaries); traditions develop and disappear at a scale of ten to a hundred years; values are between the year and the decennia; fashions are on a monthly scale.

The study of the dynamic process of change occupies its own place in social sciences. Social sciences are useful to understand the historical construction and definition of a territory, as well as to understand how humans perceive spaces. To better determine local dimensions of farming system dynamics, all these concepts of identity, conception and elaboration of norms are useful. One limit of these approaches is that the links to spatial aspects are not well developed: “space” stays an abstraction, and except for the case of pastoral mobility, the particularity of studying an activity related to space is not highlighted.

4. **Crossed approaches: toward scientific proposals for livestock and a ‘territorial’ development?**

Combining spatial sciences, techno-economic and social sciences is not easy, because of gaps between time and space scales; and because of management considerations between these different approaches. Some attempts to combine them have been made in the literature.

It is notably the case in a scientific project published in a special issue of the Journal of Arid Environment (issue: 70, 2007) concerning theNamaqualand of South Africa. Namaqualand is a historically pastoral area with current important issues of biodiversity conservation. The scientific project was constructed to be multidisciplinary. Historical changes that occurred in this area are analysed with ecological, economic and social perspectives and the future issues and perspectives of the region are analysed. The three approaches we have described were developed during the project: land use (Hoffman et al., 2007; Samuels et al., 2007), diversity of production systems (Anseeuw and Laurent, 2007; Richardson et al., 2007); social dynamics and conceptions of actors (Allsopp et al., 2007; Kleinbooi and Lahiff, 2007; May and Lahiff, 2007). Combining these approaches is useful to make a synthesis on the development issues of this territory. As a synthesis, Cousins et al.
But production, conservation, and livestock mobility are taken into account to plan livestock farming development. Each item requires further research and generic methodologies. Approaches are mostly pluridisciplinary, and combining natural sciences and social sciences appears to be a necessity for territorial studies.

But integrated approaches are rare, because they combine explicit related land approaches with more distant social approaches where spatial dimensions are not really the focus. To fulfill this role, a scientific community should be organized, gathered, strengthened, brought forward to other communities.

Actually, this review has been used in two scientific projects of this kind. The first one is the elaboration of an international network on livestock and local development (work in progress): this review was a base to elaborate the main guidelines of the future debates.

The second one is a scientific project proposed to the French research funding agency (ANR), in the SYSTERRA program (ecosystems, living resources, landscapes and agriculture). In this project, the dynamics of livestock and territory relationships are analyzed with the concept of ecological intensification.
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